Introduction
============

Lung hyperinflation is associated with expiratory flow limitation (EFL), which is generally regarded as the pathophysiological hallmark of COPD.[@b1-copd-14-409] EFL arises because of the dual effects of airway dysfunction and permanent parenchymal destruction or emphysema, the latter resulting in a reduced recoil elasticity of the lungs. At the end of spontaneous expiration in COPD, the lung compensates for a reduced recoil pressure by acquiring a larger volume than normal to balance the outward recoil of the chest wall. This resetting of the respiratory system's relaxation volume, often synonymous with functional residual capacity (FRC), to a higher level than in age-matched healthy individuals, is termed static or resting hyperinflation.[@b1-copd-14-409] In the case of forced expiration, air trapping is reflected by an increase in the residual volume (RV) within a slightly preserved total lung capacity (TLC). Air trapping at the end of forced expiration is attributed not only to reduced elastic recoil pressure and bronchial narrowing due to airway inflammation, but also to a reduced duration for expiration due to the development of intolerable respiratory discomfort.[@b1-copd-14-409],[@b2-copd-14-409] Finally, dynamic hyperinflation occurs during periods of increased ventilatory needs, such as exercise, when exhalation may not be completed before the onset of the next breath, causing a progressive increase in air retention, and therefore in the FRC.[@b1-copd-14-409],[@b3-copd-14-409]

Severe hyperinflation leads to high levels of dyspnea, impaired quality of life and reduced exercise capacity in COPD patients. This is highlighted by the evidence that significant improvements are seen in patient symptoms and exercise tolerance after using long-lasting bronchodilators or lung volume reduction surgery.[@b4-copd-14-409] A common indicator of hyperinflation is to address the level of air trapping; a ratio of RV to TLC greater than the upper limit of normal (ULN) is used to indicate the presence of air trapping.[@b5-copd-14-409],[@b6-copd-14-409] Increased RV/TLC is known to be a powerful predictor of mortality in COPD patients,[@b7-copd-14-409] and often, a ratio of RV/TLC \>60% is used as a criterion for severe hyperinflation and a prerequisite for referral to lung volume reduction surgery.[@b8-copd-14-409],[@b9-copd-14-409] Another indicator of severe hyperinflation is a severe reduction of resting inspiratory capacity or inspiratory fraction (IC/TLC) when TLC is stable;[@b5-copd-14-409] IC/TLC \<25% has been shown to be a predictor of mortality,[@b10-copd-14-409] exercise impairment and exacerbation in COPD patients.[@b11-copd-14-409],[@b12-copd-14-409] While these measures are clinically useful for indicating severe hyperinflation, body plethysmography is required to obtain these lung volume ratios and in many clinical situations, such as primary care, access to body plethysmography is unavailable.

Spirometry is a widely used clinical tool that would be of particular interest if it were able to indicate severe hyperinflation. Although spirometry is typically used to characterize airway obstruction, spirometry parameters such as the FEV~1~ and inspiratory capacity (IC~s~) are known to be strongly associated with static hyperinflation.[@b13-copd-14-409],[@b14-copd-14-409] Another parameter that is of interest is the area under the forced or maximal expiratory flow-volume loop (AreaFE), and it has been shown to be very sensitive in assessing bronchoconstriction and bronchodilation.[@b15-copd-14-409],[@b16-copd-14-409] A 2016 study attempted to quantify the concavity of the maximal expiratory flow-volume loop (FVL) using different parameters involving AreaFE, which strongly correlated with RV/TLC.[@b17-copd-14-409]

Until now, a detailed investigation has not been carried out to study the value of AreaFE in indicating severe hyperinflation. In this study, we hypothesized that AreaFE% (AreaFE expressed as a percentage of the reference value) is a good indicator of severe hyperinflation, described by increased air trapping and reduced inspiratory fraction, as it represents a holistic way of quantifying FVL. Our main objective was to investigate AreaFE% and to compare it to conventional spirometry parameters in predicting RV/TLC \>60% and IC/TLC \<25% in COPD patients.

Materials and methods
=====================

Study subjects
--------------

We selected the 215 COPD individuals (cohort A) from the Leuven COPD cohort (NCT00858520).[@b18-copd-14-409],[@b19-copd-14-409] These individuals underwent complete pulmonary function testing including post-bronchodilator spirometry, body plethysmography and diffusion capacity at the time of enrollment. All subjects were Caucasian with a minimum age of 50 years and with a smoking history of at least 15 pack-years. We further selected a separate group of 104 COPD individuals from the Leuven COPD cohort to validate our findings (cohort B). The study was conducted in accordance with the Helsinki Declaration and approved by the ethical committee of University Hospital Leuven (ML11081). All study participants gave their signed informed consent.

Pulmonary function tests
------------------------

All pulmonary function tests were performed with standardized equipment (Masterlab, Erich Jeager, Würzburg, Germany) by respiratory technicians, according to the European Respiratory Society criteria.[@b20-copd-14-409] Pre- and post-bronchodilator spirometry, airway resistance, lung volumes and diffusion capacity measurements are expressed as percentages of healthy reference values according to Quanjer et al.[@b21-copd-14-409] COPD patients were identified based on the post-bronchodilator ratio of FEV~1~ to FVC or FEV~1~/FVC (Tiffeneau--Pinelli index) \<0.7. The severity of the disease was based on FEV~1~ expressed as a percentage (FEV~1~%) of the healthy reference value, as described in the GOLD classification.[@b22-copd-14-409]

Severe hyperinflation indicators
--------------------------------

We obtained the ratios RV/TLC and IC/TLC from body plethysmography. Hyperinflation was defined as the presence of air trapping with RV/TLC \> ULN.[@b5-copd-14-409],[@b6-copd-14-409] Severe hyperinflation indices were then defined as elevated air-trapping levels with RV/TLC \>60% and diminished inspiratory fraction with IC/TLC \<25%.[@b9-copd-14-409],[@b10-copd-14-409]

Estimation of AreaFE%
---------------------

Since body plethysmography is performed pre-bronchodilator intake, we used spirometry data from pre-bronchodilator maneuvers. We selected the one with the largest sum of FEV~1~ and FVC among all acceptable and repeatable maneuvers.[@b20-copd-14-409] The spirometry data were sampled at a uniform frequency of 125 Hz and all flow-volume measurement points were used to reconstruct the FVL. We integrated this FVL with all measurement points using the trapezoidal rule to obtain AreaFE and expressed it as a percentage of the reference value ([Figure 1](#f1-copd-14-409){ref-type="fig"}). Reference AreaFE was estimated from the reference FVL determined by predicted values of FVC (FVC~pred~), peak expiratory flow (PEF~pred~), forced expiratory flow at 25% (FEF25~pred~), 50% (FEF50~pred~) and 75% of FVC (FEF75~pred~).

We state the formula for reference AreaFE as follows: $$\begin{array}{l}
{\text{Reference~AreaFE}~} \\
{= \left( {0.5x_{\text{PEFpred}}\text{PEF}_{\text{pred}}} \right) + 0.5\left( {0.25\text{FVC}_{\text{pred}} - x_{\text{PEFpred}}} \right)} \\
{\left( {\text{PEF}_{\text{pred}} + \text{FE}25_{\text{pred}}} \right) + 0.125\text{FVC}_{\text{pred}}\left( {\text{FEF}25_{\text{pred}} + 2\text{FEF}50_{\text{pred}} + 2\text{FE}75_{\text{pred}}} \right)} \\
\end{array}$$where xPEFpred is the volume when PEF~pred~ occurs. Linear interpolation between points at FEF25~pred~ and FEF50~pred~ was used to find xPEFpred. Finally, the ratio of AreaFE to reference AreaFE was expressed as a percentage or AreaFE%. We developed a script in Python to calculate AreaFE% for all subjects.

Statistical analysis
--------------------

In cohort A, we explored the linear correlation of AreaFE% and conventional spirometry parameters such as FEV~1~%, FVC%, FEV~1~/FVC, PEF%, IC~s~% and forced expiratory flow between 25% and 75% of FVC expressed as percentage predicted (FEF25%--75%) with RV/TLC and IC/TLC. Receiver operating characteristics (ROC) analysis was used to identify cut-offs for spirometry parameters in predicting RV/TLC \> ULN, RV/TLC \>60% and IC/TLC \<25%. To achieve a trade-off between sensitivity and specificity, the cut-offs were chosen to minimize the sum of (1 -- Sensitivity)[@b2-copd-14-409] and (1 -- Specificity)[@b2-copd-14-409]. These cut-offs were independently validated in cohort B. Bland--Altman plots were generated to study the agreement between AreaFE% against RV/TLC and IC/TLC. One-way ANOVA was used to evaluate the differences between parameters across GOLD stages. The significance level was set at 0.01 and all analyses were carried out in RStudio software.[@b23-copd-14-409]

Ethics approval and informed consent
====================================

The study was conducted in accordance with the Helsinki Declaration and approved by the ethical committee of University Hospital Leuven (ML11081). All study participants gave their signed informed consent.

Results
=======

Baseline characteristics
------------------------

The baseline characteristics of cohort A are shown in [Table 1](#t1-copd-14-409){ref-type="table"}. This cohort comprised 42 GOLD I, 65 GOLD II, 52 GOLD III and 56 GOLD IV individuals. In this cohort, RV/TLC increases while IC/TLC decreases with severity of COPD from GOLD I to GOLD IV. Air trapping (RV/TLC \> ULN) was prevalent in 61% of the subjects while severe hyperinflation was indicated in 34% and 41% of the patients according to RV/TLC \>60% and IC/TLC \<25%, respectively ([Figure 2](#f2-copd-14-409){ref-type="fig"}). No patient in GOLD I stage exhibited air trapping, while more than 80% of patients in GOLD IV had severe hyperinflation in both criteria. AreaFE% was highest for GOLD I (79% ± 18%) subjects and it decreased significantly (*P*\<0.001) across all GOLD stages ([Figure 3](#f3-copd-14-409){ref-type="fig"}). The baseline characteristics of cohort B (n=104) were similar to those of cohort A in clinical characteristics, with no patient in GOLD I and II displaying severe hyperinflation in both criteria.

Correlation analysis
--------------------

FEV~1~% was most correlated with RV/TLC and IC/TLC, followed closely by AreaFE%, in cohort A (n=215). However, when we excluded the patients from GOLD I, as they did not exhibit hyperinflation (sub-cohort A with GOLD II, III and IV, n=173), FEV~1~% (*r*=−0.79, *P*\<0.001) and AreaFE% were equally matched as the highest correlated parameters with RV/TLC. The same trend was observed in the case of correlations with IC/TLC, with AreaFE% and FEV~1~% registering a correlation of 0.8 (*P*\<0.001) each ([Table 2](#t2-copd-14-409){ref-type="table"}).

ROC curve analysis
------------------

Since no subject in GOLD I displayed air trapping (RV/TLC \> ULN), we only considered sub-cohort A (GOLD II, III and IV, n=173) for ROC analysis. This pointed to 23% (AUC =0.95, *P*\<0.001) as the cut-off for AreaFE% in indicating air trapping (RV/TLC \> ULN), 13% (AUC =0.91, *P*\<0.001 \[[Figure 4A](#f4-copd-14-409){ref-type="fig"}\]) for severe air trapping (RV/TLC \>60%) and 17% (AUC =0.91, *P*\<0.001 \[[Figure 4B](#f4-copd-14-409){ref-type="fig"}\]) for reduced inspiratory fraction (IC/TLC \<25%). On validation in sub-cohort B (GOLD II, III and IV patients of cohort B, n=75), AreaFE% demonstrated the best metrics (accuracy =81%, sensitivity =75%, specificity =81%), followed by FEV~1~% (accuracy =72%, sensitivity =75%, specificity =69%), when indicating RV/TLC \> ULN. AreaFE% also emerged as the parameter with the highest accuracy in indicating RV/TLC \>60%. Further, AreaFE%, IC~s~% and FEV~1~/FVC were equally matched as the parameters with highest sensitivity (68%), while AreaFE%, FVC% and FEF25%--75% had equal highest specificity (83%). In predicting IC/TLC \<25%, AreaFE% again registered the highest accuracy (80%) along with FEF25%--75% during validation. In addition, AreaFE%, IC~s~%, and FEV~1~/FVC demonstrated the highest sensitivity (75%), while AreaFE% and FEV~1~% established the highest specificity (79%). To summarize, AreaFE% consistently demonstrated the best validation performance not only in indicating hyperinflation, but also in predicting severe hyperinflation in both criteria ([Table 3](#t3-copd-14-409){ref-type="table"}) among conventional spirometry parameters.

Bland--Altman plots
-------------------

Since AreaFE% was negatively correlated with RV/TLC, we plotted the difference of (100 -- AreaFE%) and RV/TLC against their mean ([Figure 5A](#f5-copd-14-409){ref-type="fig"}). The differences showed a bias of 21.4% (95% CI 19.9% to 22.8%) with the width between the 95% limits of agreement (LOA) at 38%. On plotting the difference of AreaFE% and IC/TLC against their mean ([Figure 5B](#f5-copd-14-409){ref-type="fig"}), the bias was only −4% (95% CI −2.5% to −5.5%) for a similar width (39%) between the LOA. Both differences showed an increasing trend with the means, while the variability did not show a consistent pattern.

Components of AreaFE%
---------------------

We also studied the components that make up AreaFE% in sub-cohort A (n=173). If we neglect the portion of expiratory FVL between TLC and PEF, a simple approximate formula for AreaFE% can be derived as follows, using the trapezoidal rule: $$\begin{array}{l}
{\text{Approx~AreaFE}\% = \frac{0.125\text{FVC}\left( {\text{PEF+}2\text{FEF}25 + 2\text{FEF}50 + 2\text{FEF}75} \right)}{0.125\text{FVC}_{\text{pred}}\left( {\text{PEF}_{\text{pred}}\text{+}2\text{FEF}25_{\text{pred}} + 2\text{FEF}50_{\text{pred}} + 2\text{FEF}75_{\text{pred}}} \right)}\ } \\
{= \text{FVC}\%\frac{F\%}{100}} \\
\end{array}$$where: $$F\% = 100\frac{\text{PEF+}2\text{FEF}25 + 2\text{FEF}50 + 2\text{FEF}75}{\text{PEF}_{\text{pred}}\text{+}2\text{FEF}25_{\text{pred}} + 2\text{FEF}50_{\text{pred}} + 2\text{FEF}75_{\text{pred}}}\ $$

The approximate AreaFE% can reasonably describe the actual AreaFE% (*R*^2^=0.96, slope of regression line =0.93), which is obtained by integrating the actual FVL and dividing it by the reference AreaFE. We further analyzed the contribution of FVC% and F% in estimating RV/TLC and IC/TLC using univariate linear regression. While F% explained more than 60% variance for both RV/TLC and IC/TLC, FVC% contributed to 54% variance for RV/TLC but only to 24% variance for IC/TLC. Further, the correlation between FVC% and F% was noted at 0.65 (*P*\<0.01) and the correlation between F% and FEF25%--75% was noted at 0.88 (*P*\<0.001).

Discussion
==========

In this study, we investigated the role of AreaFE% and conventional spirometry parameters in predicting severe hyperinflation, defined by elevated air trapping (RV/TLC \>60%) and reduced inspiratory fraction (IC/TLC \<25%), in COPD patients. From our investigation, we infer that FEV~1~% and AreaFE% were equally matched as the best univariate predictors of RV/TLC and IC/TLC. However, validation with ROC cut-offs revealed that AreaFE% provided the best prediction not only in indicating air trapping (RV/TLC \> ULN) but also in estimating severe hyperinflation in both criteria in a cohort of GOLD II, III and IV subjects. Other parameters, although tied with AreaFE% in one criterion or the other, did not exhibit the same consistency. For instance, while FEF25%--75% was similarly tied with AreaFE% using the IC/TLC \<25% criterion, it performed worse when the RV/TLC \>60% criterion was considered (accuracy =71% vs 80% for AreaFE%). Thus, we can conclude that a single parameter such as AreaFE%, which consistently provides a superior prediction of severe hyperinflation using different criteria, carries an advantage in clinical practice compared to conventional spirometry parameters.

Although our investigation is the first of its kind, the correlation of AreaFE% is in close alignment with a study that reported the correlation of area of obstruction with RV/TLC.[@b17-copd-14-409] A major strength of AreaFE% is that it combines information from several parameters such as FVC% and F% ([Equation 3](#fd3-copd-14-409){ref-type="disp-formula"}), where F% is an amalgamation of different flow parameters and is highly correlated with FEF25%--75%. It was interesting to observe that the contribution of FVC% and F% to RV/TLC and IC/TLC was statistically significant whereas their intra-correlation was low. While a low FVC% is known to be indicative of hyperinflation (increased RV within a limited TLC),[@b24-copd-14-409] FEF25%--75% is often associated with small airway obstruction, pointing to increased airway resistance and air trapping following forced expiration.[@b25-copd-14-409],[@b26-copd-14-409] AreaFE% provides a convenient way to package all of this information as a single parameter.

We can also perceive AreaFE% as a ratio that quantifies the concavity of the FVL, since it is the defined as actual area divided by the reference area of FVL. In the past, several attempts were made to quantify the concavity of the FVL,[@b17-copd-14-409],[@b27-copd-14-409]--[@b29-copd-14-409] but the chosen reference points were arbitrary at best. In our study, the parameter AreaFE% describes the concavity relative to the FVL of a healthy individual and, thus, it has the added advantage that it provides a measure of concavity that is developing progressively from a reference healthy individual. This way of quantifying concavity proves to be a sensitive marker for EFL that arises from the combined effects of airway dysfunction and permanent parenchymal destruction (emphysema),[@b1-copd-14-409] the latter being responsible for reduced elastic recoil pressure, resulting in an elevated RV and end-expiratory lung volume.[@b1-copd-14-409],[@b30-copd-14-409] Past studies have confirmed that COPD patients with less concave FVL were also less hyperinflated at rest and during exercise.[@b27-copd-14-409]

In our study, we excluded the patients from GOLD I from correlations and ROC analysis because GOLD assessment guidelines consider them rather as a risk group for clinical COPD.[@b31-copd-14-409] Moreover, no subject in GOLD I satisfied the criteria for hyperinflation (RV/TLC \> ULN) in our training and validation data set. From this, we can infer that subjects in GOLD stage I (FEV~1~% \>80%) could be ruled out for severe hyperinflation. We considered ROC analysis over multivariate classification because we were only interested in comparing the detection ability of individual parameters for which cut-offs could be easily calculated. We also noted that spirometry-measured inspiratory capacity (IC~s~), which is often associated with resting hyperinflation,[@b32-copd-14-409] did not feature as the best candidate, although it was highly correlated with RV/TLC and IC/TLC. A possible reason could be that expiratory reserve volume is underestimated or overestimated owing to the instability at the beginning of the maximal inspiratory maneuver preceding forced expiration,[@b33-copd-14-409] which was also observed in 15% of our subjects.

Apart from the limited sample size, a major limitation of our study was that the reference value for AreaFE does not exist. We estimated it using predicted reference values of FVC, PEF, FEF25, FEF50 and FEF75. Although the actual reference value may slightly differ from our estimated value, reference equations for AreaFE need to be developed by considering a healthy population of all ages, genders, heights and ethnicity to completely validate our results. Another drawback is that our study focused only on severe hyperinflation in resting phases while it completely ignored dynamic hyperinflation, which may occur concurrently or independently. Moreover, our study rests upon the assumption that RV/TLC \>60% and IC/TLC \<25% are accurate indices of severe hyperinflation. However, these indices are not standardized and may be biased, as FRC and IC in body plethysmography are effort dependent.[@b34-copd-14-409] Body plethysmography may also overestimate thoracic gas volume in patients with severe and very severe COPD owing to incomplete equilibration of mouth and alveolar pressures, heterogeneity of alveolar pressure swings during the panting maneuver and excessive compliance of the extrathoracic airway.[@b5-copd-14-409] A ground-truth estimate of severe hyperinflation could have been obtained by observing increased air trapping in computed tomography, which was unavailable in this study.[@b35-copd-14-409] Finally, our investigation sheds little light on the physiological determinants of severe hyperinflation but, instead, provides a way to quantify it.

Conclusion
==========

Our study has potential implications because it demonstrates that AreaFE% has a diagnostic role in indicating severe hyperinflation in COPD patients using spirometry alone. Since it provides a superior estimation of severe hyperinflation using different criteria, it may carry an advantage in clinical practice compared to conventional parameters such as FEV~1~%. In primary care where static lung-volume measurements are unavailable, this may help to identify a population at risk that should be referred for body plethysmography. It is still to be studied whether AreaFE% may help to identify COPD patients who may benefit more from long-lasting bronchodilators or even lung-volume reduction. Moreover, it is to be ascertained whether changes in AreaFE% upon treatment may better reflect the real benefits of intervention than traditional changes on FEV~1~%.
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![Area under the forced expiratory FVL is determined by integrating all flow-volume measurement points of the observed FVL.\
**Note:** AreaFE% is obtained by expressing AreaFE as a percentage of the reference area, which is determined from the reference FVL estimated using predicted values of FVC, PEF, FEF25, FEF50 and FEF75.\
**Abbreviations:** AreaFE%, area under the forced expiratory flow-volume loop expressed as a percentage of the reference value; FEFx, forced expiratory flow at x (25%, 50% or 75%) of FVC; FVL, flow-volume loop; PEF, peak expiratory flow; pred, predicted values.](copd-14-409Fig1){#f1-copd-14-409}

![Presence of severe static hyperinflation (shown in black) in cohort A (n=215) according to (**A**) RV/TLC \>60% and (**B**) IC/TLC \<25% across all GOLD stages.\
**Note:** No patient in GOLD I and more than 80% patients in GOLD IV had severe hyperinflation according to both criteria.\
**Abbreviations:** IC, inspiratory capacity measured using body plethysmography; RV, residual volume; TLC, total lung capacity.](copd-14-409Fig2){#f2-copd-14-409}

![Distribution of AreaFE% in each GOLD stage is shown: it decreases significantly with airflow obstruction severity from GOLD I to GOLD IV (P\<0.0001).\
Abbreviation: AreaFE%, area under the forced expiratory flow-volume loop expressed as a percentage of the reference value.](copd-14-409Fig3){#f3-copd-14-409}

![Distribution of the area under the forced expiratory flow-volume loop expressed as a percentage of the reference value (AreaFE%) in sub-cohort A (GOLD II, III and IV subjects from cohort A, n=173) shown against (**A**) RV/TLC and (**B**) IC/TLC.\
**Note:** The cut-offs for AreaFE% indicating severe hyperinflation using RV/TLC \>60% and IC/TLC \<25% were determined at 13% and 17%, respectively, from ROC analysis.\
**Abbreviations:** AreaFE%, area under the forced expiratory flow-volume loop expressed as a percentage of the reference value; IC, inspiratory capacity measured using body plethysmography; ROC, receiver operating characteristics; RV, residual volume; TLC, total lung capacity.](copd-14-409Fig4){#f4-copd-14-409}

![Bland--Altman plots showing (**A**) the difference of 100-AreaFE% and RV/TLC against their mean and (**B**) the difference of AreaFE% and IC/TLC against their mean.\
**Note:** The biases are determined at 21.4% and −4%, respectively, but with a similar width of \~39% between the limits of agreement.\
**Abbreviations:** AreaFE%, area under the forced expiratory flow-volume loop expressed as a percentage of the reference; IC, inspiratory capacity measured using body plethysmography; RV, residual volume; TLC, total lung capacity.](copd-14-409Fig5){#f5-copd-14-409}

###### 

Baseline characteristics of cohort A (n=215)

                         GOLD I   GOLD II   GOLD III   GOLD IV
  ---------------------- -------- --------- ---------- ---------
  Patients (n)           42       65        52         56
  Gender (male/female)   36/6     53/12     41/11      34/22
  Age (years)            64±6     66±9      67±7       60±7
  Height (cm)            173±8    169±8     169±8      166±8
  Smoking (pack-years)   47±22    56±31     53±23      40±26
  FEV~1~%                88±10    60±12     36±5       27±6
  FEV~1~/FVC (%)         62±5     51±9      37±8       27±6
  RV/TLC (%)             38±7     48±7      60±7       68±8
  IC/TLC (%)             42±6     33±7      23±5       17±5
  Raw%                   155±52   217±76    285±85     354±89
  DLCO%                  75±18    61±18     38±14      32±10
  AreaFE%                79±18    37±13     15±4       7±3

**Note:** Values are mean ± SD.

**Abbreviations:** AreaFE%, area under the forced expiratory flow-volume loop expressed as a percentage of the reference value; DLCO, diffusion capacity of the lungs for carbon monoxide; IC, inspiratory capacity measured using body plethysmography; Raw, airway resistance; RV, residual volume; TLC, total lung capacity.

###### 

Correlations of AreaFE% and conventional spirometry parameters with RV/TLC and IC/TLC in sub-cohort A (GOLD II, III and IV subjects from cohort A, n=173)

  Parameters    *r* (RV/TLC)   *r* (IC/TLC)
  ------------- -------------- --------------
  AreaFE%       −0.78          0.8
  FEV~1~%       −0.79          0.8
  FVC%          −0.74          0.49
  FEV~1~/FVC%   −0.55          0.73
  PEF%          −0.73          0.72
  FEF25%--75%   −0.64          0.73
  IC~s~%        −0.74          0.71

**Note:** All correlations were statistically significant (*P*\<0.01).

**Abbreviations:** AreaFE%, area under the forced expiratory flow-volume loop expressed as a percentage of the reference value; FEF25%--75%, forced expiratory flow between 25% and 75% of FVC expressed as a percentage of the reference value; IC, inspiratory capacity measured using body plethysmography; IC~s~, inspiratory capacity measured during spirometry; PEF%, peak expiratory flow expressed as a percentage of the reference value; RV, residual volume; TLC, total lung capacity.

###### 

ROC cut-offs developed in sub-cohort A (GOLD II, III and IV subjects from cohort A, n=173) and validation in sub-cohort B (GOLD II, III and IV subjects from cohort B, n=75)

                  Parameters   Training (n=173)   Validation (n=73)        
  --------------- ------------ ------------------ ------------------- ---- ----
  RV/TLC \> ULN   AreaFE%      23                 81                  75   81
  FEV~1~%         48           72                 75                  69   
  FVC%            89           65                 62                  69   
  FEV~1~/FVC%     42           57                 58                  56   
  PEF%            52           65                 62                  69   
  FEF25%--75%     13           70                 62                  81   
  IC~s~%          57           70                 75                  62   
  RV/TLC \>60%    AreaFE%      13                 80                  68   83
  FEV~1~%         34           73                 64                  79   
  FVC%            75           75                 61                  83   
  FEV~1~/FVC%     38           65                 68                  64   
  PEF%            41           71                 61                  77   
  FEF25%--75%     9            71                 50                  83   
  IC~s~%          51           69                 68                  70   
  IC/TLC \<25%    AreaFE%      17                 80                  75   79
  FEV~1~%         38           75                 69                  79   
  FVC%            78           60                 50                  69   
  FEV~1~/FVC%     38           76                 75                  77   
  PEF%            45           73                 69                  77   
  FEF25%--75%     11           77                 72                  82   
  IC~s~%          55           69                 75                  64   

**Abbreviations:** AreaFE%, area under the forced expiratory flow-volume loop expressed as a percentage of the reference value; FEF25%--75%, forced expiratory flow between 25% and 75% of FVC expressed as a percentage of the reference value; IC, inspiratory capacity measured using body plethysmography; IC~s~, inspiratory capacity measured during spirometry; PEF%, peak expiratory flow expressed as a percentage of the reference value; ROC, receiver operating characteristics; RV, residual volume; TLC, total lung capacity; ULN, upper limit of normal.
